1. assembled all the best ship people, map guys and builders to make Portugal a leader on the sea. He never sailed himself.
2. was caught in a storm and forced around the tip of Africa. He named it “The Cape of Storms” and it was later renamed the “The Cape of Good Hope”
3. Spain – water route to East by going west and landed in the Philippines
4. Portugal – claimed Brazil
5. Spain – searched for the 7 cities of gold, never found them but discovered the Grand Canyon.
6. Spain – set up settlement on east coast of the Isthmus of Panama. First to see Pacific Ocean.
7. Spain – Florida to Oklahoma. Never found riches but was the first to explore across the Mississippi River.
8. Spain – searched for “fountain of youth” didn’t find it but claimed Southeastern corner of North America for Spain.
9. realized Columbus was wrong. He is credited with discovering the New World.
10. Spain – killed de Balboa and conquered the Incas claiming most of South America for Spain.

11. ALL EXPEDITIONS FACED FIGHTING ________, ________, AND ________. BUT BELIEVED IT WAS WORTH THE ____________THE HOPED TO FIND.

12. Spain & Portugal 1494 – Divided newly discovered land between the two countries. North and south 700 miles west of Azores. WHAT IS THIS CALLED?

13. 2 reasons for exploring were to: 1. ________ 2. ________

14. ________ Europe developed 2 sails while ________ Europe developed a triangle; eventually these were combined to build powerful ships. The ________and the ________ were also used in exploration.

15. WHO established colonies by conquest in South America to find gold. Conquered the Incas and Aztecs and faced disease, plague and small pox. Aztec population decreased from 10 million to 1 million in 70 years.
16. WHO established colonies in America searched for riches and religious freedom.
17. WHO established colonies in Quebec – fur trading was as gold was to Spain. First to explore the Great Lakes.

18. Food, ideas, animals, culture, language were _______________ during the Age of Exploration.

EXPLAIN THESE:
19. Mercantilism -
20. Inflation -
21. Joint stock company -
22. Slavery -
23,24,25. DESCRIBE WHAT PART OF THE WORLD YOU WOULD WANT TO EXPLORE AND WHY.